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Abstract 

In connection with the writing of a text-book (HAINZMANN - VARGA - ZOLTAI, 1992) it 
became necessary to make clear some basic notions. The paper selects a few of them, 
presenting the definition and interpretation of the main quality describing parameters of 
oscillators and DC voltage regulators. 
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Introduction 

When designing oscillators or voltage regulators it is important to know 
whether the selected circuit arrangement will correspond to the specified 
requirements. In this respect the so-called quality describing parameters 
give good bases if their definition and interpretation is clearly known. In 
the basic special literature only the definition formulas are sOI)letimes given 
without a proper interpretation (TSZMK, 1977), or the application of the 
quality describing parameters is done without the explanation of their na
ture (HERPY, 1973). This paper tries to make clear both the definition 
and the interpretation of such quality describing parameters: first the am
plitude and frequency stabilization factors of oscillators, then the voltage 
stabilization quality factor, the output resistance and temperature coeffi
cient of voltage regulators. 

Stabilization Factors of Oscillators 

Sinusoidal oscillators can be made in many different connection structures. 
According to a very frequent but not exclusive solution an amplifier is 
equipped with a negative and a positive feedback. One of them is ampli-
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tude dependent, thus taking care of amplitude stabilization, and the other 
is frequency dependent, thus accomplishing the task of frequency stabiliza
tion. In Fig. 1 the gain of the amplifier is denoted by A, the f3 is the am
plitude dependent negative feedback factor and B denotes the frequency 
dependent positive feedback factor. The listed transfer factors are gener
ally complex quantities and the general condition of the oscillation can be 
formulated with them according to the following equation: 

* A H=AB= B=l, 
1 +Af3 

(1) 

where H is the loop-gain in the positive feedback loop consisting of Band 
A* and 

* A 
A = 1 + Af3 

is the closed loop gain of the amplifier with the negative feedback alone. 
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Fig. 1. General block diagram of oscillators 

The general condition of the oscillation can be resolved into an amplitude 
condition: 

IA*IIBI = 1 (2) 

and a phase condition: 

cl> A· + cl> B = 0 ± n27T' , (3) 

where n = 0,1,2, .... 
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Assume that because of some reason (e.g. temperature change, aging, 
etc.) the magnitude and the phase of the loop gain of the positive feed
back loop changes. This will cause amplitude and frequency change in the 
oscillation. The oscillator can be regarded to be the better, the smaller are 
the changes of the amplitude and frequency, respectively. The amplitude 
and frequency stability of the oscillators is characterized by two quality de
scribing parameters: 

- the amplitude stabilization factor: 

aH I A 

(ja = - aV
out 

V
outO 

VoutO 
(4) 

- and the frequency stabilization factor: 

I (jf = -~ IWoscwose 
(5) 

In these definitions the output signal of the oscillator has been supposed 
to be a voltage whose original nominal peak value was VoutO and oscilla
tion (angular) frequency was Wose. The <PH denotes the phase of the loop 
gain. (The negative signs are included in the definitions to result positive 
numbers for (j a and (j f.) 

Consider the simple case, when A and f3 are frequency independent 
real transfer factors and B depends on the frequency (it is complex), further 
let f3 be amplitude-dependent. The required charactenstic of the closed 
loop gain of the amplifier with the negative feedback is shown by Fig. 2 
(monotonic decrease with increasing amplitude). The figure illustrates that 
in case of a steeper slope of the gain a given change of the magnitude of 
the loop gain LlH causes a smaller amplitude change. 

Fig. ;] shows the phase plot of the transfer factor B. This figure 
illustrates that the steeper the phase response, the smaller the frequency 
change will be due to some phase error Ll<p H of the loop. 

If we look for stability describing parameters in case of changes outside 
the positive feedback loop, the application of the above definitions (4 and 
5) is clumsy. E.g. if the changes are in the branch of the amplifier, the 
original definitions can be used only by modifying the loop gain: instead 
of H = BA* the expression of the loop gain should be taken now H = 
(B - f3)A, thus the modified definitions of the modified stability describing 
parameters are 

- for the modified amplitude stabilization factor: 

(j~ = _ d[(B ::- f3)A] Iv; VoutO , 
dVout autO 

(6) 
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Fig. 2. illustration to the amplitude stabilization mechanism 
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Fig. 3. The effect of the phase slope on the frequency stability 

- for the modified frequency stabilization factor: 

, d</J(B-f3)A 
Ut = - dw 1""08e Wosc • (7) 

It is not possible to apply any definition in the form of the derivative of 
some loop gain or its phase if changes arising in the branch of the negative 
feedback are considered. 

Introduce in general, for modeling the amplitude error h and the phase 
error </J, an error member with the transfer factor 

(8) 
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Fig. 4. Inserting an error member into the positive feedback loop 

Place the error member first in the positive feedback loop (Fig. 4). The 
general mechanism of amplitude stabilization is this: because of the in
creased loop gain by (1 + h) the amplitude of the oscillation is growing 
(if h > 0), but this growth decreases the amplitude dependent gain A* of 
the amplifier with negative feedback, thereby decreasing the loop gain of 
the positive feedback loop until the condition of oscillation will be fulfilled 
again. For the relative change D.H / H of the loop gain, which decreases to 
its (1 + h)th value, the following can b'e written: 

1 ( D.H) H 1 + h = H + D.H = H 1 + H ' (9) 

thus in case of Ihl <t:: 1: 
D.H =-h H . (10) 

As we have seen, the amplitude of the oscillation is the more stable, the 
sma.ller is the change of the amplitude belonging to the change of the loop 
gain, therefore the limit value of the ratio 

D.H 
H 

D.Uout 
UoutO 

(11) 

was introduced a.s the definition of era (see Eq. (4». Applying relationship 
(10), a new and general definition can be formulated, which will be valid 
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without modification for any position of the error member: in the branch 
of the positive feedback or of the amplifier or of the negative feedback. The 
general definition is this: 

1· h 
(j a = Imh-+O-"'--

~Vout 

VoutO 
(12) 

The general process of frequency stabilization is similar to that of the am
plitude stabilization. The feedback loop produces a phase shift, equal in 
magnitude to the arisen parasitic phase shift fjJ but opposite signed, as a 
result of the change of the oscillation frequency, thus the condition of oscil
lation will be fulfilled again. If the compensating change of the phase shift 
of the loop gain is ~fjJ H, then: 

~fjJH=-fjJ . (13) 

The more stable the frequency, the smaller the necessary frequency change 
is, therefore the limit value of the ratio 

(14) 

WoscO 

was introduced as the definition of the frequency stabilization factor (see 
Eq. (5)). Applying relationship (13), a new and general definition can be 
formulated, which will be valid without modification for any position of the 
error member. The general definition is this: 

(j f = lim.p-+o fjJ ~ 
WoscO 

(15) 

According to Fig. 5.a and b the error member can be inserted in 
the branch of the amplifier or of the negative feedback. In these cases the 
stabilization process becomes double-staged. 

If it is in the branch of the amplifier, in the first stage the negative 
feedback reduces the errors hand fjJ to their (1 + Hn)th value: 

h' = h 
l+Hn 

and 
I fjJ 

fjJ = 1 + Hn (16) 
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Fig. 5a. The error member in the branch of the amplifier 
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Fig. 5b. Inserting the error member into the negative feedback loop 

where Hn is the loop gain of the negative feedback loop (Hn = A,8). In the 
second stage the h', 4/ errors are affected by the already described mech
anisms of the amplitude and frequency stabilization; respectively. Thus 
the resulting amplitude and frequency stabilization factors (O"~ and 0"1) are 
(1 + Hn) times greater than the stabilization factors valid for the positive. 
feedback loop alone: 

(17) 

and 
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(18) 

The (j~ and (jf can be called stabilization factors belonging to the amplifier 
itself (they are also called modified stabilization factors). 

If the error member is placed in the branch of the negative feedback 
(Fig. 5), the stabilization process is this: the negative feedback has little 
effect on the amplitude and the phase errors, thus they will be transferred 
to the amplitude and phase error of A* almost unchanged (if IHn) ~ 1): 

h" = h Hn ~ hand cP" = cP Hn ~ cP • (19) 
l+Hn l+Hn 

This means that in such cases the original stabilization factors can be used 
. ("'" d "'" ) agam (j a = (j a an (j f = (j f . 

Quality Characteristics of DC Voltage Regulators 

STABILIZER 12 

Fig. 6. The Vz output of a voltage regulator (or stabilizer) depends on the input voltage 
(Vd, the load current (12) and the temperature (T) 

As illustrated in Fig. 6, the output voltage of a DC voltage regulator (V2) 
is a multi-variable function depending on the input voltage (VI)' the load 
current (12) and the temperature (T): 

(20) 

If the listed quantities change, the output voltage also changes. Its total 
differential is 

8V2 8V2 8V2 
~V2 = 8V! ~V! + 812 ~Iz + 8T ~T . (21) 

Passing over to relative changes: 

(22) 
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According to the above relationship the main quality parameters can be 
defined as follows: 

Voltage stabilization quality factor: 

Output resistance: 

8V2 rv ~V21 
~ut = )::11 = AI VI =constant 

u 2 ~ 2 T=constant 

Temperature coefficient: 

VI =constant 
I2=constant 

[-] (23) 

[ohm] (24) 

[o~ ] (25) 

Our investigations are going to cover these quality parameters, although in 
the practice other, partly equivalent quality describing parameters are also 
used: e.g. the line regulation, the ripple rejection, the load regulation, the 
efficiency, etc. (Analog Devices, 1992). 

Keeping in view the connection diagramme of Fig 7.a, let us draw the 
ac equivalent circuit of the regulator and by means of this determine the 
main quality parameters. 

v, ~ 

R, 

Fig. 7a. Series pass-transistor voltage regulator 

In the equivalent circuit of Fig. 7.b the transistor is represented by 
its y-parameter (or g-parameter) model. The differen.tial mode gain of the 
error amplifier is assumed to be frequency-independent: 

(26) 
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Fig. 7b. AC equivalent circuit of the regulator 

Another assumption is that the current change of the Zener diode and the 
output divider can be neglected: 

(27) 

The voltage source at the input of the error amplifier is modelling three 
different effects. 

- The finite supply voltage rejection ratio of the error amplifier. Since 
the voltage change A VI is also the supply voltage change, this component 
can be expressed by 

(28) 

where Ssv is the sensitivity to supply voltage changes (it is the reciprocal 
value of SVRR, the supply voltage rejection ratio). 

- The offset voltage of the error amplifier (AVo), assuming that at 
some reference temperature offset zero adjustment has been made, thus the 
offset is the consequence of a temperature change. E.g. if the current drift 
is negligible A Vo can be calculated with the voltage drift Vd: 

AVo = VdAT. (29) 

- The temperature dependence of the Zener voltage: 

AVz = VzO:vzAT . (30) 

With all these quantities: 

AVo* = SSVAVI + (Vd + VzO:vz)AT . (31) 
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The output voltage cha.nge of the error a.mplifier is: 

( + -) .( * A [TZ RI]) ~ Vout = AVd v - v = AVd ~ Vo + L.l V2 T z + RB - RI + R2 = 

. = Avd~ Vo* - Avdf3v~ V2 , (32) 

where lhe feedback transfer factor was introduced: 

Tz + Rs . 
(33) 

The following loop equations can be written: 

(34) 
a.nd 

(35) 

The change of the output current: 

(36) 

Considering that 911 ~ 921; 1 ~ AVdf3v and 922 ~ 921Avdf3v, rearra.nging 
Eqs. (28) ... (36) we get: 

Comparing this to the general formula of ~ V2, expressed from the Eq. (22): 

(38) 

the calculation formulas of the quality para.meters ca.n be read out: 

(39) 

(40) 

and 

(41) 
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Transforming the equation of Rout a little considering that AVd/3v = H, the 
loop-gain of the error amplifier, we get: 

1 
- FC 

D _ g21 C::t R:;ut 
-'''Out - H - 1 + H ' (42) 

which proves that the output resistance of the regulator is in connection 
with the output resistance of the common collector stage formed by the 
series pass-transistor. If the base of the transistor were grounded, its output 
resistance would be 

FC 1 
R:,ut = - , (43) 

g21 

but this is reduced by the error amplifier's voltage feedback to its (1 + H)th 
value (since H ~ 1, H ~ 1 + H). 

Recollecting the definition of Qj: 

that is 

~Vl 
Q _ Vi _ V2~Vl 
j- ~V2 -Vl~V2' (44) 

(45) 

it is evident that the term between the braces on the right side of equation 
(39) gives ~ V2/ ~ VI. The first part of that term after some transformation: 

(46) 

sIDce 
(47) 

According to this, the regulator allows the input voltage changes to appear 
at the output like an a.ttenuator, where the parts of the attenuator are 
the collector-emitter resistance of the pass transistor 1/ g22 and the output 
resistance of the regulator (see Fig. 8). 

The second part of the term between the braces in Eq. (39) can be 
interpreted after a little rearrangement: 

~V:ut ~Vo~t 
Ssv SSVAvd = ~Vl f'oJ ~V1 
Tv = /3v Avd H = 1 + H ' 

(48) 
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Fig. 8. For input voltage changes the regulator behaves like an attenuator 

where S sv AVd Do Vi = Do Vo~t is, corresponding to the definition of the sup
ply voltage rejection ratio, the error signal at the output of the error am
plifier due to an input voltage change of Do VI. Eq. (48) expresses that its 
relative value Do Vo"'ut! Do VI is reduced by the negative feedback to an extent 
in accordance with the measure of the feedback (1 + H). 

Since in the Eq. (41) 

(
RI TZ) '" RI 

.Bv'V:2 = R R - R 'V:2 = R R 'V:2 = Vz , 
1 + 2 T z + 8 1 + 2 

(49) 

it can be rewritten like this: 

Vd ' 
avT = Vz + avz , (50) 

meaning that the temperature dependence of the reference voltage (avz) 
will be transferred into the temperature dependence of the regulator and 
the drift voltage of the error amplifier contributes to this with its relative 
value in terms of the Zener voltage. 
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